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Abstract. This paper deals with the complexity of context-free grammars with l-letter terminal 
alphabet. We stuily the complexity of the membership problem and the inequivalence problem. 
We show that the first problem is NP-complete and the second one is Zg-complete with respect 
to log-space reduction. The second result also implies that the inequivalence problem is in PSPA(-E, 
solving an oren problem stated by Hunt, Rosenkrantz and Szymdalski (1976). 
Introduction 
One of the important research topics in “Complexity Theory” is the investigation 
of the computational complexity of decision problems in various areas of matke- 
maiics and computer science. Decision problems in automata theory and formal 
language theory are of special interest, and have been extensively studied by many 
authors (cf. [3, 8, 9, . . .I). 
The two basic decision problems in formal language theory, namely the member- 
Aip problem and the equivalence problem, concerning regular expressions, extended 
regular expressions, various classes of grammars have been studied first by Meyer, 
Stockmeyer, Hunt, Rosenkrantz, Szymanski, . . . . 
In this paper we are also concerned with these decision problems in connection 
with context-free grammars generating 1 -letter alphabet languages. In this case there 
is no difference between the equivalence problem and the commutative quivalence 
problem, which has been studied by the present author [S, 61. (The reason for our 
study on the complexity of commutative quivalence problems is that commutativity 
provides us necessary criteria for testing inequivalence of grammars. The complexity 
of these criteria is in general much lower.) 
We shall show that for this class of grammars the membership problem is 
log-complete for NP and the inequivalence problem is log-complete for Yry, the 
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second level of the polynomial-time hierarchy introduced by Meyer and Stockmeyer 
PI . 
Since 2:~ PSPACE, we have the fact that this equivalence problem is in PSPACE, 
solving an open problem stated by Hunt, Rosenkrantz and Szymanski [3]. This is 
also the main resllit of this paper (cf. the discussion at the end of Section I) 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we review well-known definitions 
used in our research. Section 2 deals with the classification of the complexity of the 
membership roblem. In Section 3 we derive some properties concerning the commu- 
tative images of context-free languages, which are necessary in order to show that 
context-free I -letter alphabet languages can be expressed as ultimately periodic sets 
by ‘small’ representations (cf. Section 4). The latter fact will be proved in Section 
4. In Section 5 we classify the complexity of the inequivalence problem. We conclude 
this paper by some remarks in Section 6. 
1. Preliminaries and results 
!rl this section we 
wrl! &c used later. 
review commonly known definitions and give notations which 
For a finite alphabet Z, let X* denote the free monoid generated by Z* and 5 ’ 
denote the free semigroup generated by 2. F E I*\1 ’ denotes the empty word. A 
. subset L c 27 is called a language. A language L c T* with card( E I= 1 is called a 
I-lvfter alphabet language (or 1 LA language for short), where card(S) denotes the 
cardinaiity of the set S. 
In the whole paper, G - ( IV, T, S, PI denotes ii contest-free yntmmar (c.f. 
grammar for short), where h1 is the sei of nonterminals, T the set of terminals, 
Si- N is the axiom and Bc N x (N u T)* is the finite set of productions. The 
ianguage generated by G is denoted by L(G). The relations +;, *$, *;; are 
defined as usual. We often write a, a*,*’ if G is understood. 
In this paper we are concerned with ILA languages. A c.f. grammar generating 
an 1 LA language is called a c$ I-lcjlter. teminal alphabet granznw (or c.f. 1 LTA 
grammar for short). 
The main decision problem studied in this work is the incquivalence problem for 
c.?‘. I LTA grammars. in this case it holds that two c.f. 1 LTA grammars G,, G2 art‘ 
equivalent iff they are commutative equi\*alent, i.e., itf they have the sitme commuta- 
ti%c image. 
For &e proof of the upper bound of the complexity of this decision problem we 
&sil investigate some properties of ths commutative images of cf. languages. For 
this purpose we introduce the notions ‘semilinear sets’ and ‘representations’ of 
sitnilinear sets for the sake of completeness. 
In the following, N,, denotes the set of nonnepati\.e integers, N denotes the set of 
rc’\itiw integers and .Z the set of integers. 
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Definition 1.1. Let C and n be two finite subsets of I@ and let C # Q). Then L(C ; 11) 
denotes the following set: 
L(C;77,:= 
I 
C+ 1 A,&EC and h,~f& . 
iT( I1 I 
If C = (cl, . . . , CJ and II = (q, . . . , q}, we also write 
UC,, 9 l l , cr ; WI, . . . ) d* 
Further, if C = Cn, then L( C ; II) := v). 
A subset L c Nh is called a linear set iff L = L( C; 17) for some finite subsets C 
and ll with C = (~3. c is called the constant of L, 11 the period system of P. An 
element 7r E 77 is called a period of L. 
A subset SLc f@ is called a semihex set (s.1. set for short), iff SL is a finite 
union of linear sets. 
If L = L( c; l7) is a linear set, we call (~$1) a representation of L. Obviously, a 
linear set can have different representations. The constants of such representations 
must be the same. IBut the period systems may be different. 
If SL= L(c,;U)u l l l u L(c,,,; II,,) is a s.1. set, then (c,;ll,),. . . ,(c,;IJ,,,) is 
called a representation of SL. Two representations (c, ; II,), . . . , (c, ; 77,, ) and 
(c;,;fi,), . . , q,: iT,,) are said to be eyuivulent if they define the same s.1. set. 
For a fit5:e alphabet U = {a,, . . . , uh ) define the follo\ling mapping: 
&,: u*+/+j,: 
where Iw*/,,, denotes the number of the occurrences of u, in the word u: i = 1, . . . , k. 
rl,[’ is called the furikk-mapping. We often write $ instead of (/fc! if the alphabet I/ 
is understood. 
For a language Lc U*, $(L) is called the commutative image of L. 
We shall characterize the complexity of problems in terms of known complexity 
classes. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions from complexity 
theory, for instances P, NP, ‘log-complete’, ‘log-hard’, ‘log-space computable’, . . . . 
Further, the polynomial-time hierarchy introduced by Meyer and Stockmeyer (cf. 
[O]) is denoted bv w 
WC \‘Pc 
“I 
where LI;== If:;= P 
is referred to [9]. 
We now give the 
\‘Pc- , . . c \‘I’ c . . , 
I-- - -h - 9 lrgcll~clI~c~‘~cll~c “a, 
and Zr -I NP 9 7/y= co-NP. For an exact deiinition, the reader 
cjefinitions of the dtbcision problems studied in this paper. 
Definition 1.2. ?%e r.wmher.ship problem jbr c.jI I LTA grammars, 
%‘kh~~lt+.: Given a c.f. 1 LTA grammar G = ( N, (O}, s, P) 
negative integer n E No, determine whether 
denoted 6~ 
and a non- 
0” E L(G). 
The inquivalence problem *for c._j 1 LTA grammars, denoted by 
INEQ: Given two c.f. 1 LTA grammars G,, Gz with the same terminal 
alphabet, determine whether L( G,) # L( G,). 
tt is straightforward to formulate MEMBER and J[NEQ as languages. The reader 
shoud note that, as regards MEMBER, the integer n is encoded in binary notation. 
Main Results. ( 1) MEMBER is log-complete for NP. 
(2) I N EQ is log-complete for C y. 
Remark 1.3. The first combinatorial problem shown to be complete for Ey is the 
inequivalence problem for integer expressions. This is proved by Meyer and Stock- 
meyer [9]. Recently, the present author has found some new decision problems 
complete for this ciass of the polynomial-time hierarchy, e.g., the inequivalence 
problem for semilinear sets. The proof of this result can be found in [4]. 
In proving the above results the main difficulty is to obtain the upper bound for 
I;\;I.Q. It is well known that c.f. 1 LTA languages are regular. A representation of a 
cf. I LTA language as an ultimately periodic set can be constructed by the procedure 
implied by the proof of this fact (cf. [2, p. 861). But this approach gives us an 
esponential upper bound. 
One may use another method implied by the proof of Parikh’s theorem. Consider 
the commut;ltive images of c.f. I LTA languages and apply the result in [4] for ths 
inequivalence of s.1. sets. This approach also provides us an exponential upper bound. 
The idea of our proof is as follows. We also consider representalions of cf. I LTA 
languages as ultimately periodic sets. To obtain ‘small representations we shall 
refine the proof of Parikh’s theorem so that a propsarty between the constants and 
periods of the semilinear representation of the commutative image of a cf. language 
can be derived. With this property we will be able to prove that a small representation 
of a c.f. 1 LTA language as an ultimately periodic set exists. This provides us the 
desired upper bound for INLQ. 
2. The complexity of the membership problem 
In this section we classify the complexit> of MMIMX. 
Proposition 2. I. it4 f, hi t3i. K is irl N P. 
Proof. In [ 51 it has been shown that the uniform \vord problem fol- ~.t‘. c‘ommutati\ c 
gt-ilmrnitrs ih NP-complete. To show th;\t hl t UIH K is in NP we reduce it to this 
prohlcm. 
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A 4-tuple G’ = (IV, T, S, P') is called a cf. commutative grammar nff the following 
conditions hold: 
(1) IV,Tarefinitesets, NnT=& 
(2) SE N 
(3) Pee k x (N u Y)@ is a finite set, where M a denotes the free commutative 
monoid generated by M. 
As usual, T is the set of terminals, N the set of nonterminals, SE N is the axiom 
and P’ the set of productions. 
Note that in this case we work on free commutative monoids rather than on free 
monoids. Sentential forms are elemen:s of ( N u T)@, the free commutative monoid 
generated by N u T. ( For more details, the interested reader is referred to [5]. j 
The unrform word problem for cf. commutative grammars, denoted by UWP- 
CFCG as in [5], is defined as follows: Given a word u’ E T@ and a c.f. commutative 
grammar G’ == ( N, T, S, iv’ ) determine whether w is in the language generated by 
G’. (A language is a subset of a free commutative monoid in this case.) 
Note that a word u E (t’, , . . . , P,.}” is written as u = ~$1 . . . ti:‘r, ei E No, i = I, . . . , r, 
where e, is the number of the occurrencea of u, in 11. Thus, if written on a Turing 
machine tape, II is encoded by the binary representation of e, following the code 
of IT,, i = 1 ) . . . , r. 
It has been shown in [S] that UWP-CFCG is NP-complete. If the input grammar 
of an instance of MEVHFR is written as a commutative grammar, MEMBER is a 
special case of UWP-CFCG in the sense that the grammar has a one-letter terminal 
alphabet. Therefore, we conclude that MHUHER is in NP. lIZI 
Proposition 2.2. M EMHI:R is foS-,wd jhr NP. 
Proof. We construct a log-space reduction from the knapsack problem to MEWWR. 
The knapsack problem is defined as follows: 
KN,IPSA(X::- {(bin(q), . . . , bin(u,,);bin(b))lil,, . . . , II,,, b~N,,andtherets 
a subset I c { I, . . . , n) such that C,, , u, = h}, 
where bin( u), a c t$, denotes the binary representation of N without leading zeros. 
We construct a reduced c.f. grammar G = ( N, T, S, P) such that 
(hinfcr,), . . . , bin(u,,);bin(b))c KWWSACKZ~G, ~)EMF:MBER, (*I 
where G depends on a,, . . . , a,,. 
The only difTiculty is to describe integers in binary representation by not too many 
c.f. productions. 
Let ?FZ be the maximal length of bin( cl1 ), . . . , bin( u,, ). Consider the productions 
clearly, R,, ** 0”“. 
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Now let A,, . . . , A,, be new nonterminals. For each i, i = 1, . . . , n, let i,, . . . , ik, I s 
i, < - - - < & s m, denote the positions of the digit 1 in bin( ai). Define 
(2) A;7 Ri,... Bilr iz I,...,PZ (A,+F, if ai=O). 
Then P consists of the productions from (l), (2) and the following ones 
S-X, . ..X.,, Xi+AiIE, i= I ,..., n. 
Obviously, (+ ) holds. 
On the other hand, the reduction constructed is easily seen to be computable in 
log-space. Thus Proposition 2.2 is proved. Cl 
From Proposition 2.2 we obtain the following. 
Theorem 2.3. M I. M 13 t: K is log-conyMe _/ilr N P. 
Corollary 2.4. TFe membership problem *for c$ 11 TA grammars generating jir?ile 
languages is Iog-complete jhr N P. 
3. Some observations on the commutative images of c.f. languages 
In this section we shall make some observations on the commutative images of 
c.f. languages. It i.s well known that the commutative images of c.f. languages are 
s,l. sets, as stated in Parikh’s theorem (cf. [2, p. 1461). -The proof of this theorem 
also provides us an effective procedure for computing a representation of the 
commrJt;!tive image of the language generared by a given c.f. grammx. 
In the following, let G = (IV, T, S, P) denote a c.f. grammar. W.1.o.g. we assume 
that G is reduced. 
Let L,u--uL,,,, f, = L( c, ; II,), i - I, . . . , III such that (c, ; II, ), . . . , (c,,, : II,,, ) is 
the representation of @(f.(G)) computed by the procedure implied by the proof of 
Parikh’s theorem (cf. [2, p. 1461). Our aim is to obtain a property between the 
constants L* ‘s and period systems fl,‘s. More precisely, we shall prowl’ that t‘or a 
certain constant c! there is some j ;ind q, . . . , TT, ir II, such th:bt i’, + 7~~ + l l l + n, 
belongs to Li c’, ; I!, ). 
A precise statement of this property is contiiined in Lemma 3.1 I, which will be 
applied in Section 4 to obtain a ‘small‘ representation of JI( L( ~3)) as an uitim;iteiy 
periodic set, provided T is a single-letter alphabet. Lemma 2. II will be proved by 
a &tailed analysis of the proof of Parikh’s theorem. 
For this purpose we first introduce the notion ‘reachability graph’ ofa c.f. grammar 
and derive some properties induced by such graphs. We then give a refined charac- 
tcriza:ion of 5( L( G H and prove the desired property between the corlstants C,‘S 
:lnd period systems fl,‘s. 
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3.1. The rexhakility graph of a c.J grammar 
Let G be as above. Let V:= N u T, V, := Vu {E). 
Definition 3.1. The reachability graph of G, denoted by r(G), is the bipartite 
digraph f(G) = ( W, F) satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) W := V, u P is the set of vertices, where V, and P are the two disjoint subsets 
of w. 
(ii) The set F of edges of r(C) is defined as follows. Let p E P be a production. 
We have two uses: 
- ~=(A*P) is an F-prodtiction: (A,p),(p,~) are edges in F. 
- p=(A+X, . . . X,,),na!:theedges(A,p),(yl,X,) ,... ,(p,X,)areedgesinE 
Example. The reachability graph I’( G,) of the c.f. grammar G, with N = 
(4. A?, 41, T=L i-t, -9 *, a, (, I}, S = A, and productions 
A, -+A, +A,IA,/A,, Ay+ A,*A, I( A,+, &-+A, -A?, 
which are denoted by pl, p2, . . . , p7 respectively, is the following bipartite digraph: 
where a vertex pi from P is denoted by I, a vertex from N by @ and a vertex 
from Tu{E} by @. 
Remark 3.2. Note that we allow r(G) to have parallel edges. From t:rc definition 
of f(G) it is easy to see that all the nonterminals of the above grammar G, are 
reachable, since it hoids that 
iff there is a ditected path in T(G) which leads from A to R. 
The following fact holds trivially. 
Fact 3.3. [f’ L( G) is iq%ite, then f(G) contains circw’ts. 
For our purpose it is impon-\nt to introduce the following relation on UT (r( G) = 
( W, F)). Define for all z?, t:‘C 4’: L! - z)‘, ifl 
- either LI;= L”, 
- or there is a directed path from u to 1~’ and there is also a directed path from L“ 
to t!. 
Clearly, - is an equivalence relation and it partitions CV into equivalence classes. 
Consider these equivalence classes. It is obvious that [t] contains esactlv 3ne vertex 
for all t t T u {F}. For our purpose, such equivalence cl;~sses are not interesting. We 
only consider equivalence classes which contain at least two isertices from IV ti f? 
lr is , .,;i-a;&tforward that these equivalence classes haye at least one vertes from h: 
and ant’ vertex from P. We ~11 such an equkknce class a s?ron~~~‘-~‘o,~r~tcf(~~~ 
cwrnporwr~t of I’( G) or simply a cotnpcrnent. 
Let [Al be a component of I’(G). Then there is iit le;ist one circuit of length 22 
through A and hence A 1’ trAP holds for some CY, p c VT A nontermin;ii A c N 
wiith A 3 ’ ~Afl for some ~1, p c C’* is called I’CCIO:U’~C Otherwise ~ it is called 
nonrecursive. 
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Remark 3.6. From Definition 3.5 it follows that for each component [A] of I‘(G) 
the set Non([A]) is p-consistent. In the next subsection we will see that n-consistent 
sets are exactly those sets from which the period systems of $(L( G)) can be 
constructed. (Hence ve call them p- (period-)consistent.) Clearly, not all subsets 
of Rec( G) which are contained in some component [A] of f(G) are p-consistent. 
3.2. A refined characterization qf +!I( L( G)) 
In this subsection we shall investigate the structure of terminal derivation trees 
of G. This investigation will provide us a refined characterization of the commutative 
images of c.f. languages. We need some definitions. In the following we identify a 
component [A] with the set of vertices l_rbeled by nonterminals 
Definition 3.7. Let N’c Rec( G) be a p-consistent set and Tr be a terminal derivation 
tree. We say that IV’ OCCC~K~ in Tr or Tr contains IV’, if every element of IV’ occurs 
as a node label in Tr. 
Let C(G) denote the set of components of I‘(G) and P/C(G)) denote the power 
set of C(G). An element 8 E :Y( C( G)) is called p-admissible, if there is a terminal 
dkvrrtior, tree “, f such that each element in 8 occurs in Tr. 
We denote the set of p-admissible elemenLs from P( C(G)) by A(G). A(G) is 
partially ordered with respect to the relation “c” (= set inclusion). 
Let N’cRec(G),N’=N,u~ - - u I$, be a set of recursive symbols such that each 
IV,, 1 6 i s k, is p-consistent. IV’ is called p-admissible if there is some 0 E A(G) with 
0 = {O,, . . . , 8,) such that IV, c 8, for all i = I, . . . , k. (We have implicitly assumed 
that for each component of II(G) there is at most one IV, contained in it. This will 
become clear later.) 
With the above notations\ we prove the following. 
Proposition 3.8. N’ is p-admissible [f3’ thew is a terminal derivation tree containing 
IV ’ N P node labels. 
Proof. Since the ‘only if’ part is obvious, it remains to prove the ‘if’ part. 
Assume that there is a terminal derivation tree Tr’ containing N’ as node labels. 
Let !v’ = hr, LJ ’ l w Nk and let ts,, . . . , Ok denote the components containing 
N 1, . . . , /VI, respectivelv. We have to show that there is a termilral derivation tree 
Tr which contains 0, 1. - . . ‘J (IA as node labels. 
Let A E O,\lV; be a nonterminal which does not occur in Tr’ and let I3 be some 
nonterminal in IV,. 
Since 8, = [A] = [HI, there is a directed circuit in I’(G) through A and B. Therefore 
therl> is a derivation 
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in G, because G is reduced. Denote the derivation tree of this derivation by Tr, 
(see diagram below): 
B 
B 
Sirxe B occurs in Tr’, TrA can be inserted into Tr’ at some node labeled by B. 
The resulting tree is obviously a terminal derivation tree and it contains A as a node 
label. Denote this tree by Tr”. 
Applying the procedure for nonterminals in 8i which do not occur in Tr” success- 
ively, we ultimately obtain a terminal derivation tree Tr, containing all symbols 
from O,\N, i.ts node labels. 
Repeating the whole procedure for i = I,. . . , k, we obtain a terminal derivation 
tree Tr containing all symbols from 0, u - - - u Ok as node labels. Thus (e,, . . . , e,} E 
rl(G) and Proposition 3.8 is proved. Cl 
Ii-1 view of Proposition 3.8 we see that p-admissible sets occur in terminal derivation 
trees. We proceed to give the construction of constants and period syctems for the 
commutative image of a c.f. language. We will use p-admissible sets to define periods 
and period systems. This provides a more detailed proof of Parikh’s theorem. 
The idea of the construction is as follows. Consider a large terminal derivation 
tree Tr and cycles in Tr. In proving Parikh’s theorem one attempts to eliminate 
certain cycles in Tr such that after a number of eliminations a small terminal 
derivation tree is obtained: this tree provides the constant and the cycles provide 
the periods. These cycles correspond to circuits in the reachability graph. Therefore, 
in defining periods and period systems we will consider circuits in the reachability 
graph. We will see that simple circuits are suficient to define periods and period 
systems, and we want to construct the periods as small as possible. 
We need some notations. For any derivation tree Tr, a subpath of Tr is ;i subpath 
of some path of Tr. A subpath OJ of Tr is called ;L cl~‘le if Jerlpth (OI) 2 1 ;md the 
first and Jast nodes of w have the same klbek to is called ;i sit~lpk cyk if no symbol 
oc’curs twice or more OJI it, esc’ept that of the end nodes. Ckar!y, each simple cyck 
in Tr corresponds to some simple circuit in I‘(G). 
In the following we give a construction of period systems for (I( L( G)). 
For ;t subset li c Rec( G) of recursive symbols let Rettch( I:) denote the set of a11 
qmhols relrch;Me fkom I,‘. ‘Thus I.! c Rexh( 1.1 \.
J-et .j’ .= Jv! \I - - . ~1 IV,, he ;1 p-;~dmissible set of nontcrmirxk Consida- ~~1.o.g. 
.W, ) 0. Let A t? t iit> element of iv, such that there is a simple circuit 4 in I‘( c;) 
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6= (A, pi,, 8,. . . , B,. . . , p,,, B;,, p,,+,, A,, I 
where B, B,,, . . . , B,, E NI, be this circuit. We call 5 an IV, -circuit. Define the derivation 
where q, PI. . . . . Ql+I, P I + I -2 Reach( N, )*. 
The derivation tree defined by g is iflustratec’ by the following diagram: 
Now to obtain a period we derive from the nonterminals occurring in q + ,, /3,, I 
terminal worJs. 
Let 
where A’, , . . . , X,,, Y,, . . . , Y,, E Reach( IV,) A N and u,, . . . , a,, + ,, c’,, , . . , L!,,, + , E T”‘. 
For each nonterminai 2 E {A’,, . . . , X,), Y,., . . . , Y,,I} let 
be a terminal derivation whose derivation tree contains no cycles (i.e., we want to 
obtain a tree which should be as small as possible). 
Detinine the derivation 
we C~lll I1 ;! &r&r-itlufion and the derivation tree delined by h ;i @~c. Furthx, 
we denote the jet of all <-derivations by Der([) and the set of all c-trees by Treed i!. 
F’act 3.9. (i) The depth qf’enclt i-tree is hotded by 2cxd( Reach( N, )). 
(ii 1 Tree( j 1 ard Der( 5) cut) jinite sets. 
Before defining the period system corresponding to N’ we make a remark on 
simple circuits. 
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Comider the circuit 5 defined above: 
5=(A,pi,,Bi,...,B,...,Pi,,Bi,,Pi,,,,A), B,I,***,B~,ENI* 
I 
Denote by IQ, the path (A, pI,, Bil, . . . , B) and by w2 the path (B, . . . , pi,, Bi,, A). 
Obviously, 
is also a simple circuit in r(G). The derivation k can be rearranged such that a 
new derivation 
with I+!J( u%J’) = +I?( IV@) can be obtained. 
We say that 5 and 6’ are equivalent. For our purpose we df> not distinguish 
between J and 5’. 
The idea of’ the construction of the period system corresponding to N’ is as 
follows. Consider a component of %l’, say N,. From the derivations corresponding 
to N,-circuits we define a set of periods. The Qeriod system corresponding to N’ 
is the union of ail sets of periods obtained i‘i-urn the components of N’. 
Now define for an N, -circuit 6 containing A E N, 
a n d 
WV,):== u II(<). 
i i\ ,%, -cirt.uit 
The period system car! pending to N’ - N, L_I . . . LJ ;Vk is given by 
II(P”j=fI(N,,..., N,,)+(J l/(/V,). 
I I 
In the following we give the construction of constants for 4( L(G t) First we 
introduce some notations. For each simple hi’,-circuit (r a c-tree is also called an 
!V,-twr. An iV,-tree is tilso called an ( nl,, . . . , Kk )-trw (or ;m N’-tree). 
The idea of the construction of const;mth for $( L( GH is 3s follow. A tt”rmin;tl 
dkvation tree Tr is called an /V’-(‘rill~li(j~lt~‘, if every element of N’ occurs in Tr ;LS 
;t nodt: label. It is obvious that ( N,, . . . , Nk )-trees can be inserted into an IV’- 
candidate and the resulting tr,oe is again a tcrmin;~l one. Hy bounding the height ot 
W-eiindidtites we get the constants for &( Lt G)). 
For a p-admissible set N’c Ret(G) and a derkttion tree Tr detine 
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Define the set E( IV’) as follows. A word w E T* is an element of E( IV’) iff there 
is an N-candidate Tr with yield w such that no element of Symb( IV’) occurs more 
than card( Symb( AI’)) +2 times in any path of Tr and N’ is a maximal p-admissible 
subset of Symb(Tr). Define 
C( N’) := {t#b( w) 1 w E E( N’)}. 
Proposition 3.N (Parikh’s theorem) 
WW)) = U L( C( N’j ; 17( N’)). 
N ’ p-crdmrsuhk 
Proof. The proof of this proposition follows the pattern of the proof of Parikh’s 
theorem. We only sketch the main point. 
The inclusion “3” is straightforward. We prove “c”. Let w E f.( G) and Tr,,. be 
a terminal derivation tree with frontier IV. 
For a derivation tree Tr let Symb(Tr) denote the set of nonterminals occurring 
in Tr. 
Clnirn I- AmIng the p-admissible subsets of Symb(Tr,J there ij; a greatest, which 
WC’ denote 5y N’. 
Pro@’ ~1’ Claim I. The p-admissible subsets of Symb(Tr,,. j are closed under 
union. q 
We hav/t Symb(Tr,,.) c Symb( N’). If no element of Symb( N’) occurs more than 
card(Symb( IV’)) +2 times in any path of Tr,., then WE E( N’) and $( wj E C( N’). 
Now suppose some nonterminal E Symb( Tr,,.) occurs more than card( Symb( N’)) + 
2 times in some path of Tr,.. Then there is a subtree Tr,, in Tr,,, containing 
card(Symb(N’)) +3b card( SymblTr,.)) +3 = s +3 nodes q,, L+, . . . , L’,+? with the 
\ame label AE Symb(Tr,.) such that Tr,,,, is a subtree of I?,.,, 0 sj s s + I. 
Obviously, there is a smallest integer 1-2 1 such that 
SymMTr,., I= Symb(Tr,., , ). 
Let Tr,,,,., , , be the tree obtained from Tr,., by deleting the subtree Tr,., , ,. 
Claim 2. All cycles in Tr,.,.,-, , , correspond to N’4rcuit.s. 
Proof’ of’ Cla irlt 2. If there is a cycle in Tr,.,,,., 1 corresponding to a circuit in I’f C;) 
which is not an N’-circuit, then N’ would not be maximal. E_! 
Consider the paths of Tr,. ,,,,, , ,. There are on some path two nodes Q), vI with the 
ihll0Willg properties: 
- Tr,, is a subtree of Tr,,,, and vo, q have the same label. 
- The tree Tr,,,,,,., ;ibtained from Tr,,,, by deleting Tr,,, is an N ‘-tree. 
Let rrAc be the frontier of Tr,,,,.,.,. Then we have 
and in Tr,,. the tree Tr ,.,,_,,, can be removed (cf. the proof of Proposition 3.8). Denote 
the resulting tree by Tr,... Clearly, Tr,,,* satisfies 
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Sym b( Tr ,,,)) = Symb( Tr,.), 
N’ is a maximal p-admissible subset of Symb(Tr,,), 
Tr,,,# is smaller than Tr,.. 
Now, either Tr,,,, satisfies the definition of E( N’) or-the above deleting procedure 
can be applied again. Repeating this procedure for a finite number of times we 
ukmately obtain a derivation tree Tr, satisfying ( 1 ), (2) and the definition of E( IV’). 
Thus, G(w) E L( C( N’) ;U(N’)) and Proposition 3.10 is proved. El 
_U. A property of $( L( G)) 
The construction in Section 3.2 gives us an effective procedure for computing a 
representation of cI/( L( G)). In this subsection we prove a property of this rep- 
re5entation. 
As in Proposition 3.10 let 
By definition, the set N’c Ret(G) with N’= IV, L! l l l u Nk, where N, is p- 
consistent for all i = 1, . . . , k, is p-admissible if there is some 8 I=. { 8,, . . . , &) E: A( G 1 
!.uch that N, c 0, for a21 i = I,. . , , k. Clearly. 
Pi’ c l.J H,, 
I I 
and 6’:: 1-j: , 0, is p-admissible. Consider L( C’( N’) ; II ( N’)! ;md L( C( !q ) : II ( 13) ). 
We wxtt to show that to each C’E C( N’) there are certain periods in fI( N”) such 
that adding these i,eriods to 13’ yields an element in L( C( N”) ; /I( NV, where 
,$f” -> ;y ’ is some ‘rl;rximtil’ p-admissible set. This is illustrated by the following 
diagram: 
Nrw. if the grarnmx hit3 ;I one-letter ttlrminal alph:tbet, then we will see that 
most linear sets in jhe representation (*f 1 of $( L(G)) are ‘absorbed’ by those linear 
~3 with m;rximal period sy?;tems. i.e., of the form L(c”; /I( N”)), 8’~: C‘( NY. There- 
fort, in constructing :t representation of (!I( 1-t ~7)) ;ts ;~n ultinxttely periodic set only 
those linear sets with rruximal perk! .: vstems h;tve to be considered This is the 
’ rn;Cn idtxr in the proof of the upper t~ound for I NI-Q. 
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Before proving the next lemma we define 
M(G):= ; 8,1(8,, . . . , &)E A(G) . 
I-I 
A(G) is partially ordered with respect o set inclusion. 
The following lemma expresses the desired property between the constants Ci’s 
and period systems Llj’s. 
Lemma 3.11. Let N’ f 8, N’ c Rec( G ) be a p-admissible set, N’ = N, u e t 8 u IV,_ 
where Ni # v) is p-consistent, i = 1, . . . , k. Let c’ c C( N’). Then there are a p-admissible 
se1 N”E M(G) and some constant C”E C( N”) such that 
(i) N’c N”, 
(ii) there are vi, . . . , n, E PI ( N”) such that 
where r s card( N”) - card( N’) < card( N). 
Proof. Let Tr,.. be an N’-candidate such that N’ is a maximal p-admissible subset 
of Symb( Tr,.,), where $( w’) = 6. 
Let 8,, . . . , dr, be the components corresponding to IV,, . . . , NA respectively. 
LIetine I$ := U f: , 8,. Since Ri’c 6, there are s k-circuits &, . . . , CT with s s 
card( I$) - card( N’), such that 
Non( 6, ) n N’ f 0, Non({,) n fi # (3 and ij Non({,) 2 fi\N’, 
I 1 
where Non(c) denotes the set of nonterminals occurring as vertices in the circuit 5. 
From 5+..,5\ we have s derivation trees (these are 5, -tree, . . . , &tree respec- 
tively), which can be inserted into Tr+ Denote the resulting tree by Tr+ 
Since U,‘. , Non(&) 1 fi\ N’, each nonterminal in fi occurs as a node label in 
Tr,;,. Thus Tr,;. is an G-candidate. On the other hand, the periods q, . . . , r, obtained 
from the derivation trees defined by &, . . . , 5, are ir !I( fi), and 6 = c’+C:_, n,. 
Now either 6 is a maximal p-admi-sible subset of Symb(Tr,;.) or the above 
procedure can be repeated by considering 6 as N’. 
Consider the first case. Since Tr;. is an g-candidate, it follows from the proof of 
Proposition 3.10 that )S’E L( C( 6) ;ll( 6)). Therefore, there is a C”E C( fi) such 
that rk- f.(c”; II( 6). Defining IV”:= fi, Lemma 3.11 follows. 
In the second case we repeat the above procedure for at most card(C( G)) times 
and ultimately obtain an N”-candidate Tr,,.tV which contains N” as a maximal 
p-admissible subset of Symb( Tr,.!). This observation completes the proof of Lemma 
3.11. E 
The set N” constructed in the proof of Lemma 3.11 is called an N’-superset. 
4. Representation of c.f. l-letter alphabet languages as ultimately periodic sets 
In this section we present a technique for proving the upper bound of INEQ. The 
main problem is to achieve the following fact: For two c.f. grammars with the same 
terminal alphabet T = (0) let n denote the symmetric difference [L( G, )\L( G,)] u 
[L(G,)\L( G,)]. We shall show that 
n f v) iff there is some n EN,, with n < :!Qr~cc’l~c’~)’ 
such that 0” E 0, 
where Q is a fixed polynomial and # (G,, G,) denotes the size of the input grammars 
G,, Gz. 
The idea is to represent L( Gj 1 as an ultimately periodic set. By using the results 
of Section 3 the above fact can be proved. 
4.1. Ultimately periodic sets 
Ultimately periodic sets were used in [7] for proving an elementary recursite 
upper bound for the equivalence problem for extended regular expressions over a 
I -letter alphabet. 
Definition 4.1. A subset U of N,, is said to be ultimnteiy periodic (u.p. for short), if 
it can be represented in the form 
U= Fu LtC‘;p), 
where F-; C‘ c N,, are finite sets, p c N,, and F n L( C‘ :p 1 = cil. 
We call F the finite part ot U, an element CE C a constant of L’ and I, the period 
of U. ( F; C’;p) is called a representation of’ U. 
In the following, let G = (IV, (O}, S, P) be a reduced c.f. grammar. (We shall use 
the notions introduced in Section 3.) 
In order to obtain a ‘small’ representation for $( L( (3)) as an u.p. set we need 
the following lemma. 
L(O;ll)== Fo L(c:p) 
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4.2. ‘Small’ representation of +( L( G)) as a u.p. set 
In the following we show that +( L( G)) has a ‘small’ representation as an u.p. 
set. Consider 
@(L(G)) = U L(C(N’);17(N’)). (W 
N’p-admissihlc 
We can use the technique of Rangel [7] to obtain a representation for q( L( G)) 
as an u.p. sei. Such ;ii direct application does not provide us with a ‘small’ representa- 
tion. Also the refined technique in [I] is not applicable. Indeed, without using the 
results of Section 3 we get in both cases a double-exponential upper bound for the 
irdteger t1 stated in the fact we want to prorrt. 
1 ,emr,ra 4.3. For each element t’ E U ,% eC ( N’) u II ( IV’) it holds that 
pc pv';' 
. 
where Q, is a jixed polynomial. 
Proof. Co.?4 I ~1 = n : u II( N’). There is a c-tree for MY, such that +I( M’,) = 7~. %ce 
in this tree there is only one simple cycle, Lemma 4.3 holds. 
Case 2. ~1 = LX u C( IV’). There is per definition of C( IV’) a terminal derivation 
tree for w’,., t+( N, ) = c, such that each nonterminal does not appear more than 
card( N) + 2 times in any patE of this tree. Thus Lemma 4.3 holds. Cl 
Lemma 4.4. Let L = L( c ; II ) be a linear set occurring in the representation ( fi) qf 
&( L( G 1). Theta there is a constant p such that L has the representation 
L(cll)= Fu L(c;p) 
as an n.p. set such that 
(I) p=gcd(fI) 
(2) (‘< p s 2gi’““’ arld Max(F) < c 
_fi)r some jised polynomial Q2. 
Proof. The proof follows by applying Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. El 
We now prove the main result of this section. 
Proposition 4.5. Let O,, . . . , 6, be the components of‘r( G). Fwther, let 
p<;:=gcd(IZ(e,)). . . . .gcd(ll@)). 
771~n J/C 1-t G)) has the representation 
@(L(G)) = F<; u L(TC;;pC;) c*c, 
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as an u.p set such that 
Max( FG) < Min( Cc) 6 Max( C,) c 2Q3(#G) 
=Sor some fixed polynomial Q3. 
Further, it holds that 
for some jixed polynomial Q4. 
Proof. We first show the last statement. Observe that 
gcd( II( 0,)) s Max(H( 6,)) 6 2QI’#G’. 
On the other hand, s G card( N). This proves the last statement. 
Before constructing the representation (*) we make some remarks. Let N’ # 0 be 
a p-admissible set and L( c’; [I( N’)) be a linear set occurring in the representation 
(-L:), where C’E C( N’). Let 0 := (e;,, . . . , @,)E A(G) such that N”:= Ue;, is an N’- 
superset. 
By Lemma 3.1 I we see that the linear set Ljc’; [I( N’)j is ‘absorbed’ by the linear 
set L( c” ; II( N”)) for some c” E C( N”). We state this fact more precisely in the 
followin;: claim. 
C’luiw There is a constant & = F(G) such that jbr arbitrary N ‘, N”, c’ and c” as 
Atwe it holds that 
Hence, 
gc.d( TT, , . . . , IT,, 5, a, . . . , 17, ) 1 jc’ -- ~“1, 
gait ff( Iv”)) / I(” - (*“I. 
Consider the construction of the constant C; in the rt pxsentation F w LC C;;p) of 
I-f r*: II 1 as 317 u.p. set by Lemma 4.4. Let C’, I;” be the constants in the representations 
rjf’ I_( (” ; il( Iv’1 1 and L.( (*” ; lV( A”‘) 1 a u.p. sets. Since !I( N”) 3 I!( Iv’) implies 
gcd( IO N”))igcd( U( M’H and gcd(ll( N”))~[c’- /(, 
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VUE L(c’:H( N’)) : 0 > 2” a u E L( c” ; L!( N”)). 
Therefore, choosing 
p = fi( G) := Max{ Cl c’ is the constant in the representation 
FuL(c’;p) of a linear set L(c;II) in (I%) 
as a u.p. set by Lemma 4.4) 3 
we obtain the first statement of the claim. 
Because fi s 2V:‘#“‘,, the second statement of the claim follows. Thus the proof 
of the claim is complet;e. 0 
We return to the proof of the lemma. For each N’k JI( G) define 
p,\ ” := gcd( fI( N”)) 
and 
I)( N”) := { uI u E L( C( N”) ; 17( N”)) and fi s u s 3 + P.~,.}. 
Then WC hz~ 
where 
Fc; := d4 L(G)) 
\[ 
u L( D( N”) ;p,w) . 
N “* IIf c-i) 1 
This fact follows from the above claim. 
On the other hand, we have 
V;le = (Oi,, l l m 9 fl,& A(G): PN+gcd(ll(O,,)), j--- I,. . . , k, 
where N” = iJ f , 8,,, since ZI( fI,,)c II( N”). 
Therefore, I),~..~P~~ for all N”E , CI( G). 
Defining 
the tirst statement of Proposition 4.5 follows. 
The t’act that 
for some fixed polynomial Q.; can be easily verified. This completes ,the proof of 
Proposition 4.5. E 
kom Proposition 4.5 we have the following proposition. 
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Proposition 4.6. Let G, and G2 be two c.J grammars with the same terminal alphabet 
T = (0). Then 
n:=[L(G,)\L(G,)]u[L(G,)\L(G,)]f~~ 
ijj’there is some nonnegative integer n E No with n s 2 v’H’cidi~” such that 0” E A, where 
Q is a jixed polynomial. 
Proof. Proposition 4.6 immediately follows from Proposition 4.5. D 
5. The complexity of the inequivalence problem 
In this section we classify the complexiay of INEQ. From Prollosition 4.6 we prove 
the following. 
Proposition 5.1. I N t:~ is in z‘f?7. 
Proof. From Proposition 4.6 we have L( G, ) f L( G21 iff i3 f $1 iff there is some II E IV,, 
such that (1” E n and 11 5 2Q’““‘~*“?“, where Q is some fixed polynomial. 
An alternating Turing machine M with at most one alteration operating in 
polynomial-time, starting with an existential state recognizes I?; t:y as follows: Guess 
:t binary representation of 11 and determine whether 0” c ,$. Thus INt.~~~ z’!. r-3 L_l 
We now show that lr\it<(> is log-hard for YJ. 
Proposition 5.2. I bi I 0 is irq-h0rtf ji)r I!. 
Proof. If we can construct ;1 log-space reduction from the inequivalence problem 
for integer expressions denoted by N-l NIIQ to 1 NF.Q, then Proposition 5.2 is proved, 
since N-IN~:Q is known to be log-complete for _‘g (cf. [9]). 
Integer expressions are expressions involving nonnegative integers written in 
binary representation without leading zeros. -t and u are the binary operations. 
Integer expressions define subsets of t%,,. 
The inequivalence problem for integer expressions is detined as follows: Given 
two intcgcr expressions yI, y2, determine whether they define diifercmt subsets of N,,. 
iiitegcr espressions can be simulated by c.f. 1 LTA grammars ;ts follows. For each 
expression y we construct ;I cf. I LTA grammar G( y) .-= ( IV, (0). S, PI such that 
Since --t corresponds to concatenation and u corresponds to union of c.f. 
languak:a, these operations can be simulated by cf. productions. The onlybproblem 
i\ to dtscribt: integers in binary represelitation without leading zeros hy not ‘too 
mar?!’ cl‘. productions. This can be done as in the proof of Proposition 2.2. 
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Thus a log-space reduction from N-INEQ to INEQ can be constructed. This 
completes the proof of Proposition 5.2. q 
From Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.3. INEQ is log-complete jior X_L 
sii nce :k grammar constructed in the proof of Proposition 5.2 generates a finite 
language, we also get the following. 
Corollary 5.4. TIte irlequivalence irohlem _Ji,r c.j: lLTA grammars generating jnite 
la,ljytages i.5 !og-complete for E F. 
6. Concluding remarks 
In the previous sections we have characterized the complexity of MEMBER and 
INW. The grammars we considered have a l-letter terminal alphabet. As mentioned 
in the IL :rcdr,c:Gon, the equivalence and the commutative equivalence problems are 
the same. Hence, we can consider these graImmars as commutative grammars as in 
I_‘]. Thus we can work over a free commutative monoid instead of a free monoid. 
And words are commutative words in this case (c.f. the proof of Proposition 2.1) ; 
they are coded by thei; exponent sums in binary representation. It is not hard to 
see that all the results in this paper also hold for the commutative case. 
Consider on the other hand the inequivalence problem INEQ({O), {u, . , ‘, “}), i.e., 
the inequivalence problem for regular expressions over the 1 -letter alphabet (0) with 
the operations u , l , ‘, *. Clearly, such regular expressions can be simulated by c.f. 
1 LTA grammars as in the proof of Proposition 5.2. Thus INEQ((O}, ( LJ, ., ‘, *}) is 
in 2. Furthermore, integer expressions can also be simulated by such regular 
expressions. This implies that INEQ( (O}, ( u , *, ‘, *}) is log-hard for 2: and hence 
log-complete for Lg. 
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